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These books, she contends, helped create a shared culture in a sprawling country whose citizens lacked a common heritage ... dictionary ‒ first published in 1828 ‒ that is the forebear to today s ...
The popular books that brought Americans together in a common culture
Even after the American War for Independence ended victoriously in 1783 ... the absentee governor and renowned Quaker apologist. Despite his Quaker heritage and his grandfather

s Anglicanism, Charles ...

Princetonians, 1791-1794: A Biographical Dictionary
Despite some shades of difference, the views of those participating in the constitutional debates of 1787‒1789 were broadly consistent with the dictionary ... The first of these criteria was ...
Guarantee Clause
Libra is the seventh sign in the zodiac which represents the period between September 22 to October 23. The symbol associated with this sign is a balance scale which is said to further represent truth ...
Lesser-known facts about Libra you might not have known!
Before and during the first NFL-AFL Championship Game ... FYI, courtesy of the American Heritage Dictionary: Un'du*làting-- Rising and falling like waves; Des'e*crate-- to divert from a sacred ...
Sex goes to the Super Bowl
Stephen A. Smith, host of ESPN

s

First Take,

made his long-awaited arrival in Milwaukee yesterday for Game 3 of the NBA Finals. If you haven

t been following this dumb saga, Smith and his fellow ...

Stephen A. Smith Thinks 110-Degree Weather Is Better Than 70s
I want to give a shout out to the Jim Thorpe Area School Board and its administrators for its decision to back the elimination of a dress code. While many districts still enforce dress codes to some ...
Schools wrestle with pesky dress codes
The American Heritage Dictionary offers an interesting summary ... Children's writer Dr. Seuss, or Theodor Seuss Geisel, is credited with first using the word nerd in the 1950 book "If I Ran ...
OPINION: Sri Lanka has given us serendipity
First, only a small fraction of the written ... makes several historical references to Jesus. According to the American Heritage Dictionary, the Talmud is "the collection of ancient Rabbinic ...
The Real Jesus Christ
Microsoft, as a relatively new player in the encyclopedia market, deserves credit for being the first to make the Encarta Concise ... respected sources such as Houghton Mifflin

s American Heritage ...

Be Savvy! Sometimes the Free Resources Are Better
But he didn't trade in pride for our heritage. Editor s Note ... writing paper, and a dictionary. He picked his clothes for the first class with great care. He even got a haircut.
Watching My Father Get His Citizenship Taught Me What It Means to Be an American
Michelle Alfaro and Mag Rodriguez created Maranta Plant Shop on accident. But using the store to amplify other Black and brown voices was intentional.
'Not just a plant shop': Two Milwaukee entrepreneurs grow a business while impacting Black and brown communities
At first blush, this seems odd because the word populism occupies a semantic space closely adjacent to democracy.
Populism, X: The imperative of freedom
The fight over the American Jobs Plan reflects a long history of competing ... Biden

s plan

redefines infrastructure,

Democracy

means

rule by the demos,

what did it mean in the first place? The word

the people.

infrastructure

Populism,

according to The ...

first cropped up ...

The Hidden Stakes of the Infrastructure Wars
Serodio, who lives in Newark, said he never meant to offend anyone and calling himself African-American doesn't detract from another person's heritage. Neither the American Civil Liberties Union ...
'White African-American' Suing N.J. Med School for Discrimination
The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language defines ... a thin newsprint pamphlet with the title Hydroponics!. My first reaction was an almost irrational disgust: "What kind of ...
Hydroponic Greenhouse Gardening
(CNN)First there was blackface ... Singer Ariana Grande, whose heritage is Italian, faced a similar backlash in 2019 over a Vogue cover in which some said her skin appeared darker.
What 'Blackfishing' means and why people do it
It affects self-image, self-confidence and self-worth, which is the opposite of the goal of the people who put forth these names in the first ... Native American dances, culture and heritage.
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